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ICE-SA Panel of NEC Adjudicators
Mr Ian Sinclair Massey

Personal Details:
Forenames: Ian Sinclair
Surname: Massey
Language: English

Contact Details
Email: imassey@mdaconsulting.co.za
Cellphone: 27825749868
Home: 27317643469
Work: 317640811

Location
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
Nationality: BRI
Town: DURBAN

Job Title: Director
ICE Membership Grade: Member
ECUK Registration Level: CENG

Contract Experience:
GCC 2004 AND 2010
FIDIC
NEC
JBCC

Career Overview:
I worked as a contractor between 1968 and 1986 during which time I progressed from site engineer to
Managing Director of an area operating company of a listed civil engineering company. I worked initially
on mining related contracts on the gold mines in Welkom and a copper mine in Prieska. I worked on
the Iskor Steel Plant in Newcastle and the Coal Terminal in Richards Bay amongst many others. I have

worked as a commercial and contractual consultant since 1986, initially with Swan Worcester and
Fawbert. In 1988 I co founded Philip Loots and Associates and in 2000 Massey Doods and Associates
(now MDA Consulting) with whom I am still working.

NEC Experience:
I was first involved with the NEC in the early 1990’s when it was first used by Eskom There has been a
steady stream of contract disputes over the years that I have assisted the parties with. These include
the Transnet (and Portnet) projects that we were appointed firstly to compile the Project Manuals for
and subsequently were appointed as advisors to provide ad hoc advice to the consulting team. I have
also been involved more recently in motivating and compiling claims for Eskom power station contracts
(coal, diesel turbine and hydro) as well as the oil pipeline (NMPP) between Durban and Johannesburg.

Built Environment Experience:
I spent the first 18 years of my working life working for Contractors. My last line management position
was as managing director of an area operating company of the Civil Engineering division of a South
African listed Construction Company. My experience was mainly heavy civil engineering construction. I
have personal experience on the following types of construction
Coal Mines Process plant
Coal Terminals
Gold Mine Process Plants
Water Treatment Plants
Sewage Treatment Plants
Pipelines
Silos
Chimneys
Coke Ovens
Smelter Plants
Blast furnaces
Various factories
Bridges
Railway spurs
Since 1986 I have specialized as a commercial contractual consultant and have worked for most of
the major employer and contractor bodies in Southern Africa in this time. I have had experience on the
following projects:
Pipelines
Dams
Roads

Abattoirs
Petrochemical Plants
Platinum Mines
Gold Mines
Coal Mines
Chrome Mines
Diamond Mines
Copper Mines
Heavy Mineral Mines
Andalusite Mines
Nickel Mines
Bulk Earthworks (10m m3)
Tunnels
Rail rehabilitation and plate laying
My main area of activity has been claim management both the formulation and defense of such.
However I have also formulated conditions of contract for such projects as furnace rebuilds (FIDIC
Construction Contract) and aquariums (a FIDIC EPC Contract) amongst others and I have presented in
house and public training courses on such subjects as estimating, Claims and claim management and
all the standard forms of contract commonly used in South Africa. I have also acted as an Adjudicator
both standing and ad hoc on a number of projects.

Other Professional Activities and Publications
I am heavily involved in training work. I regularly contribute articles of topical interest to the construction
trade press.
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